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REQUEST FOR QUOTATION (RFQ) 
Procurement of Pedagogic training equipment kits for the use of the Tunisian 

Ministry of Interior (TUNZ65 Project) 
 

NAME & ADDRESS OF FIRM 
UNDP / UNODC TUNISIA 

DATE: 19/04/ 2018 

REFERENCE: UNDP/RFQ/2018/10 

 
 
Dear Sir / Madam: 
 
 

We kindly request you to submit your quotation for the procurement of pedagogic training 
equipment kits for the use of the Tunisian Ministry of Interior, as detailed in Annex 1 of this RFQ.   

When preparing your quotation, please be guided by the form attached hereto as Annex 2.   
 
Quotations may be submitted on or before 4 May, 2018 via email to the following 

address procurement.tn@undp.org or via courier mail/ hand delivered to the following address :   
 
 

To the attention of the Resident Representative of UNDP TUNISIA  
United Nations Development Programme 

41 bis, impasse Louis Braille – Avenue Louis Braille – 

Cité El Khadra – 1003 Tunis, Tunisie. 

 

Quotations submitted by courier/hand delivered email must indicate the reference of the call of 
tenders   

 
 Quotations submitted by email must be limited to a maximum of 4 MB, virus-free and no more 
than 3 emails transmissions.  They must be free from any form of virus or corrupted contents, or the 
quotations shall be rejected.   
 

It shall remain your responsibility to ensure that your quotation will reach the address above on 
or before the deadline.  Quotations that are received by UNDP after the deadline indicated above, for 
whatever reason, shall not be considered for evaluation.  If you are submitting your quotation by email, 
kindly ensure that they are signed and in the .pdf format, and free from any virus or corrupted files. 
  

Please take note of the following requirements and conditions pertaining to the supply of the 
abovementioned good/s:  [check the condition that applies to this RFQ, delete the entire row if condition 
is not applicable to the goods being procured] 
 

mailto:procurement.tn@undp.org
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Delivery Terms  
[INCOTERMS 2010]  
(Pls. link this to price 
schedule) 

 

 
DAP 
 

Customs clearance1, if 
needed, shall be done by: 

Supplier/Offeror   

Exact Address/es of Delivery 
Location/s (identify all, if 
multiple) 

Immeuble Karray, Bloc B, 2ème étage, rue du Lac d´Annecy, Les 
Berges du Lac 1, 1053 Tunis, Tunisia 
 

UNDP Preferred Freight 
Forwarder, if any2 

N/A 

Distribution of shipping 
documents (if using freight 
forwarder) 

N/A 

Latest Expected Delivery 
Date and Time (if delivery 
time exceeds this, quote may 
be rejected by UNDP) 

60 days from the issuance of the Purchase Order (PO) 
 

Delivery Schedule Required 

Packing Requirements  N/A 

Mode of Transport   N/A 

Preferred  
Currency of Quotation3 

US$ / Euro € for international suppliers 
Local Currency: Tunisian Dinars for local suppliers 

Value Added Tax on Price 
Quotation4 

Must be exclusive of VAT and other applicable indirect taxes 

After-sales services required Warranty on Parts and Labor for minimum period of one year  

Deadline for the Submission 
of Quotation 

COB, Friday, May 04 ,2018 at 15:00 Tunis time 

All documentations, including 
catalogs, instructions and 
operating manuals, shall be 
in this language  

English or French 
 

 
Documents to be submitted5 

Duly Accomplished Form as provided in Annex 2 (stamped and 
signed); 
 
Written Self- declaration of not being included in the UN Security 

                                                           
1 Must be linked to INCO Terms chosen. 
2Depends on INCO Terms. The suggestion to use a UNDP preferred courier is only for purposes of familiarity with 

procedures and documentary requirements applicable to the UNDP when clearing with customs.  
3 Local vendors must comply with any applicable laws regarding doing business in other currencies.  Conversion of  

currency into the UNDP preferred currency, if the offer is quoted differently from what is required, shall be based 

only on UN Operational Exchange Rate prevailing at the time of UNDP’s issuance of Purchase Order.4 This must be 

reconciled with the INCO Terms required by the RFQ.  Furthermore, VAT exemption status varies from one country 

to another.  Pls. tick whatever is applicable to the UNDP CO/BU requiring the goods. 
4 This must be reconciled with the INCO Terms required by the RFQ.  Furthermore, VAT exemption status varies 

from one country to another.  Pls. tick whatever is applicable to the UNDP CO/BU requiring the goods. 
5 First 2 items in this list are mandatory for the supply of imported goods  
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Council 1267/1989 list, UN Procurement Division List of other UN 
ineligibility List; 
 
Business Registration of the Firm/Company; 
 
Company Profile; 

 
Period of Validity of Quotes 
starting the Submission Date 

  
120 days  
 
In exceptional circumstances, UNDP may request the Vendor to 
extend the validity of the Quotation beyond what has been initially 
indicated in this RFQ.   The Proposal shall then confirm the extension 
in writing, without any modification whatsoever on the Quotation.   

Partial Quotes Not permitted 

 
Payment Terms6 

100% upon complete delivery of goods and Upon receipt of duly 
certified invoice, the incurred cost shall be settled within 30 days 
(from the day UNDP receives the said invoice) 

Liquidated Damages  N/A 

 
Evaluation Criteria  
[check as many as applicable] 

Technical responsiveness/Full compliance to requirements and 
lowest price7 
Comprehensiveness of after-sales services 
Full acceptance of the PO/Contract General Terms and Conditions 
[this is a mandatory criteria and cannot be deleted regardless of the 
nature of services required] 

UNDP will award to: One and only one supplier 

Type of Contract to be Signed Purchase Order 

Special conditions of Contract Cancellation of PO/Contract if the delivery/completion is delayed by 
20 days 

Conditions for Release of 
Payment 

100% upon the delivery and written acceptance of goods based on 
full compliance with RFQ requirements within 30 days of delivery.  

Annexes to this RFQ8 Specifications of the Goods Required (Annex 1) 
Form for Submission of Quotation (Annex 2) 
General Terms and Conditions / Special Conditions (Annex 3).   
 
Non-acceptance of the terms of the General Terms and Conditions 
(GTC) shall be grounds for disqualification from this procurement 
process.   

                                                           
6 UNDP preference is not to pay advanced amount upon signing of contract.  If vendor strictly requires advanced 

payment, it will be limited only up to 20% of the total price quoted.  For any higher percentage, or advanced payment 

of $30,000 or higher, UNDP shall require the vendor to submit a bank guarantee or bank checque payable to UNDP, 

in the same amount as the advanced payment made by UNDP to the vendor. 
7 UNDP reserves the right not to award the contract to the lowest priced offer, if the second lowest price among the 

responsive offer is found to be significantly more superior, and the price is higher than the lowest priced compliant 

offer by not more than 10%, and the budget can sufficiently cover the price difference.  The term “more superior” as 

used in this provision shall refer to offers that have exceeded the pre-determined requirements established in the 

specifications. 
8  Where the information is available in the web, a URL for the information may simply be provided. 
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Contact Person for Inquiries 
(Written inquiries only)9 

Procurement.tn@undp.org 

Any delay in UNDP’s response shall be not used as a reason for 
extending the deadline for submission, unless UNDP determines that 
such an extension is necessary and communicates a new deadline to 
the Proposers. 

 
Goods offered shall be reviewed based on completeness and compliance of the quotation with 

the minimum specifications described above and any other annexes providing details of UNDP 
requirements.  
 

The quotation that complies with all of the specifications, requirements and offers the lowest 
price, as well as all other evaluation criteria indicated, shall be selected.  Any offer that does not meet the 
requirements shall be rejected. 
 

Any discrepancy between the unit price and the total price (obtained by multiplying the unit price 
and quantity) shall be re-computed by UNDP.  The unit price shall prevail and the total price shall be 
corrected.  If the supplier does not accept the final price based on UNDP’s re-computation and correction 
of errors, its quotation will be rejected.   

 
After UNDP has identified the lowest price offer, UNDP reserves the right to award the contract 

based only on the prices of the goods in the event that the transportation cost (freight and insurance) is 
found to be higher than UNDP’s own estimated cost if sourced from its own freight forwarder and 
insurance provider.   

 
At any time during the validity of the quotation, no price variation due to escalation, inflation, 

fluctuation in exchange rates, or any other market factors shall be accepted by UNDP after it has received 
the quotation.   At the time of award of Contract or Purchase Order, UNDP reserves the right to vary 
(increase or decrease) the quantity of services and/or goods, by up to a maximum twenty five per cent 
(25%) of the total offer, without any change in the unit price or other terms and conditions.   
 

Any Purchase Order that will be issued as a result of this RFQ shall be subject to the General 
Terms and Conditions attached hereto.  The mere act of submission of a quotation implies that the 
vendor accepts without question the General Terms and Conditions of UNDP herein attached as Annex 3. 

 
UNDP is not bound to accept any quotation, nor award a contract/Purchase Order, nor be 

responsible for any costs associated with a Supplier’s preparation and submission of a quotation, 
regardless of the outcome or the manner of conducting the selection process.  

 
 Please be advised that UNDP’s vendor protest procedure is intended to afford an opportunity to 
appeal for persons or firms not awarded a purchase order or contract in a competitive procurement 
process.  In the event that you believe you have not been fairly treated, you can find detailed information 
about vendor protest procedures in the following link:  
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/operations/procurement/protestandsanctions/ 
  

                                                           
9 This contact person and address is officially designated by UNDP.  If inquiries are sent to other person/s or 

address/es, even if they are UNDP staff, UNDP shall have no obligation to respond nor can UNDP confirm that the 

query was received. 

mailto:Procurement.tn@undp.org
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/operations/procurement/protestandsanctions/
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UNDP encourages every prospective Vendor to avoid and prevent conflicts of interest, by 
disclosing to UNDP if you, or any of your affiliates or personnel, were involved in the preparation of the 
requirements, design, specifications, cost estimates, and other information used in this RFQ.   
 

UNDP implements a zero tolerance on fraud and other proscribed practices, and is committed to 
identifying and addressing all such acts and practices against UNDP, as well as third parties involved in 
UNDP activities.  UNDP expects its suppliers to adhere to the UN Supplier Code of Conduct found in this 
link : http://www.un.org/depts/ptd/pdf/conduct_english.pdf  
 

Thank you and we look forward to receiving your quotation. 
 

 
 

Sincerely yours, 
Procurement Department 

  

http://www.un.org/depts/ptd/pdf/conduct_english.pdf
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Annex 1 
 

Technical Specifications 

# Description 

1 
Tack matt: adhesive matt panel - high tack debris collection - minimise cross contamination - easy to 
use and clean - for both scene and lab - approx 30 sheets per pad, UOM per pad 

2 Compass: calibrated to 64' and 360° - robust casing - oil damped fully floating 45 mm dial. 

3 Measure:Tape,Metric 

3.01 
Measure tape 30m: speed rewind tape 30m/100' - metric marking - geared for fast rewinding - with a 
claw end fitting. 

3.02 
Measure tape 100m: fibreglass tape with easy grip handle and enclosed frame to protect tape line - 
sturdy plastic rewind handle. 

3.03 
Road Measurer: high density polypropylene measuring wheel - foldable - measuring up to 99999.9m - 
not more than 2.5 Kg - robust storage/carrying bag - stand and brake. 

4 

Anemometer - Temperature: digital - lightweight and pocket size - Wind speed units: km/h m/s knots 
mph fps - backlight - stainless steel back  - replaceable battery - long lasting battery - accuracy 
according to Swiss standards  - balanced instant windspeed - Measuring range of sensor: -40°C to 80°C 
(-40°F to 176°F). 

5 Marker:Forensic Exhibit 

5.01 
Marking Chalk: reflective White - thick - no permanent traces - creates highly reflective marks - sold 
per pack of 3 chalks 

5.02 Pencil: soft China pencil 

5.03 Permanent Markers - Fine - Black 

5.04 Permanent Markers - Thick - Black 

6 Writer Clip Board: Basic model - plastic support 

7 
Crime Scene Template: rigid plastic, with scale and usual crime scene drawing patterns cutouts -  8 ½" 
by 11" - includes furniture and plumbing cutouts in two convenient scales - scale rulers included. 

8 
Custom Barrier Tapes (75mm x 250m long): yellow with black writing in Arabic (crime scene - 
restricted access) 

9 Traffic Cone With Reflective Sleeve 

10 Tent:Forensics 

10.01 
Evidence Preservation Cover: customized text printed on them - easy to use - quick to erect - light 
weight, portable and robust - easy to sterilize. 

10.02 
PVC Tent: Rapid erect - robust, thick, stable, portable, lightweight and strong - and easy to use - made 
from quality PVC or nylon material - carrying case - approx. 3mx3mx2m - cleanable - water/shower 
proof - no see through - flame retardant - easily repaired 

11 Hairnet 

11.01 Disposable Beard Cover 

11.02 Disposable Hair Net 

12 Cover:Shoe 

12.01 Disposable Over Boots - M: durable material - Tyvek 

12.02 Disposable Over Boots - L: durable material - Tyvek 

13 Coveralls:Disp 

13.01 Tyvek Coverall - M: Type 5/6 coverall with hood, knit cuffs & elasticated wrists. 

13.02 Tyvek Coverall - L: Type 5/6 coverall with hood, knit cuffs & elasticated wrists. 

14 Cotton Gloves: lightweight - knit wrist - pair 

15 Gloves:Dspbl (Box) 

15.01 
Nitrile Powder Free Gloves: M - high performance protection - durable and strong - sensitive and 
comfortable - box of 100 min. 
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15.02 
Nitrile Powder Free Gloves: L - high performance protection - durable and strong - sensitive and 
comfortable - box of 100 min. 

16 Kevlar Grip Gloves - L: Seamless 100% Kevlar knitted liner with latex coating on palm and fingers - pair. 

17 
Heavy Duty Knee Pads: Superior padding with soft lining - velcro fastening - ribbed kneeling surface - 
pair. 

18 Safety Spectacles: Scratch resistant polycarbonate lens. 

19 Mask:Dust 

19.01 
Disposable Masks (FFP1): suitable for non-toxic dusts, fumes and water based mists - filter at least 80% 
of airbourne particles - with European Standard - breathing resistance. 

19.02 
Disposable Masks With Filtration System (FFP2 or FFP3): suitable at the minimum for toxic dusts, water 
based mists and fumes - with European Standard - ventex valve. 

20 Magnetic Letters 23mm Black on White 

21 Scale:Forensic 

21.01 
Right Angled Scale (ABFO) Photomacrographic Scale: approx 15 x 15cm - calibrated - durable - 1mm 
thick approx. 

21.02 
L Shaped Reversible Scale: 15cm x 30 cm and a straight 15cm - one side black on white and the other, 
white on black - reversible - calibrated - durable - 1mm thick approx. 

21.03 
Folding Metric Reference Scale: three parts of approx 30cm - large numbers - bright colors - black 
prints on yellow - calibrated - durable - 1mm thick approx. - millimeter markings accurate to 0.1 mm or 
better. 

21.04 
Adhesive Right Angled Scale (ABFO) Photomacrographic Scale: approx 15 x 15cm - easy peel adhesive 
label - low tack - calibrated - durable - 1mm thick approx. - millimeter markings accurate to 0.1 mm or 
better. Packs of 8 scales. 

21.05 
Fluorescent Right Angled Scale (ABFO) Photomacrographic Scale: approx 15 x 15cm - calibrated - 
durable - 1mm thick approx. - millimeter markings accurate to 0.1 mm or better. 

21.06 
Magnetic scales 15cm: calibrated - durable - 1mm thick approx. - millimeter markings accurate to 0.1 
mm or better 

22 
Photographic Adhesive Red Arrows 25mm: self adhesive - non-permanent backing - easy peel 
adhesive label.  
(1 800 adhesive arrows required) 

23 
Viewing Filter Plate. Orange: For eye protection - for seeing latent prints or evidence fluorescing - 8" x 
8". 

24 Light:Work Portable.Recharge Elect 

24.01 

Forensic Light Kit: minimum of 4 modes of light output red, green, blue, UV and whiteBlue - robust & 
strong - min. 440 lumens - approx. 190m beam distance - min. battery life 400 hrs - composed at the 
minimum of 1x torch, 1x red googgles, 1x orange googgles, 1x charger, 1x vehicle charger adapter - 
carrying protective case 

24.02 

Floodlight system: Head: approx. 11600 lumens - high and low power options - robust and impact 
resistant - cool running and glare free operation - wide angle; tripod: robust - adjustable - extendable 
approx. from 1m to 4m - powerpack: battery level indicator - robust - silent / no noise pollution; 
suupplied with lamp, powerpask, tripod and chargers elements (mains & vehicle - recharges) - fully and 
easely transportable and mounted - carrying case - water proof - stable - quickly set-up – weatherproof 

24.03 

Powerfull portable light: Latest LED technology - at least 8 hours continuous power - up to 1500 
lumens - at least 2 light modes: high and low, battery level indicator - rechargeable battery / charger 
elements (mains & vehicle - recharges) - robust and impact resistant, portable, weatherproof - carrying 
case - spare bulbs 

25 Marker:Forensic Exhibit 

25.01 Photo Direction Indicators: Up. Down. Right/Left. North Arrows 

25.02 
Yellow ID Tents. 1 to 20. Standard: with scale - three 3" × 3" surfaces on each tent - elevated field use 
possible - durable plastic - easy storage - flat surface. 

25.03 
Yellow ID Tents. 21 to 40. Standard: with scale - three 3" × 3" surfaces on each tent - elevated field use 
possible - durable plastic - easy storage - flat surface. 
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25.04 
Yellow ID Tents. 41 to 60. Standard: with scale - three 3" × 3" surfaces on each tent - elevated field use 
possible - durable plastic - easy storage - flat surface. 

25.05 
Yellow ID Tents. 61 to 80. Standard: with scale - three 3" × 3" surfaces on each tent - elevated field use 
possible - durable plastic - easy storage - flat surface. 

25.06 
Yellow ID Tents. 81 to 100. Standard: with scale - three 3" × 3" surfaces on each tent - elevated field 
use possible - durable plastic - easy storage - flat surface. 

26 Coloured Evidence Marking Flags 

27 
CSI Gunshot Residue Kit (GSR): Presumptive "binary" test to be used at the scene (respecting the norm 
ISO17025). 

28 

Laser Trajectory Kit: Laser trajectory kit with co-aligned penetration rods and laser - pointer - high 
power laser - four large diameter connecting rods - suitable for use on holes down to 0.32 caliber - 
tripod - four sets of spacer cones and O-rings - tripod mount - angle measurer - batteries - easy to 
photograph 

29 Collection Kt:Evidence 

29.01 
Hair Collection Module: Module/kit for 1 time use, sterile   - including at least a fine tooth comb, 
scissors, forceps and drapes - with forensic evidence packaging as part of the module. 

29.02 Contact DNA Recovery Kit: including at least a fine tooth comb, scissors, forceps and drapes. 

29.03 
Fingernails Collection Kit: Forensic DNA Grade - to collect and store samples from the fingernails - 
contains nail clippers, approx 3" fine tip swabs with individual tube, ampoule of sterile water and 
evidence packaging, DNA free paper envelopes - Suitable for trace DNA recovery. 

29.04 
Sterile Mini-lifting Tapes For Trace DNA: EtO sterilised - Suitable for trace DNA recovery -  for collecting 
trace DNA from large surface areas, both absorbent and non-absorbent - box of 100 DNA-free lifting 
tape. 

29.05 
Hand Swab Kit: Forensic DNA Grade - To collect and store body fluid or contact trace evidence from the 
skin - contains swabs with individual tube, ampoule of sterile water and evidence packaging - Suitable 
for trace DNA recovery. 

29.06 

Forensic Medical Examination / Sexual Offence Kit: Drug-free - Alcohol-free - DNA-free - Contains at 
least the following kits: alcohol/drug blood kit (including material for collecting and storing blood 
sample), alcohol/drug urine kit (including Forensic DNA Grade material for collecting and storing urine 
sample), mouth collection kit (including Forensic DNA Grade material for collecting and storing  
individually tubed swabs samples and container), standard swab kit (including Forensic DNA Grade 
material for collecting and storing individually tubed swabs samples and ampoule of sterile water), hair 
collection kit (including Forensic DNA Grade material for collecting and storing samples and a fine 
tooth comb, scissors, forceps and drapes), nail collection kit (including Forensic DNA Grade material for 
collecting and storing samples and nail clippers, approx 3" fine tip swabs with individual tube, ampoule 
of sterile water and evidence packaging, DNA free paper envelopes), hand swab kit (including Forensic 
DNA Grade material for collecting and storing body fluid or contact trace evidence from the skin - 
contains swabs with individual tube, ampoule of sterile water and evidence packaging), Fibre 
Collection kit (including Forensic DNA Grade Sterile standing sheet and packing supplies to collect trace 
evidence), Disposable Clothing kits (single packed gown), Doctors clothing kit (disposable), cover sheet 
kit (including Forensic DNA Grade material for collecting and storing samples falling during 
examination) 

30 Rapid Test Kt 

30.01 Saliva Presumptive Test: instant results - amylase test type - field or lab use - min 5 test per pack 

30.02 Blood Presumptive Test: instant results - dip stick test - field or lab use - min 10 tests per pack 

30.03 
Human Blood Presumptive Test: instant results - OBTI type test - detection of human hemoglobine - 
field or lab use - min 24 tests per pack 

30.04 
Seminal Fluid Presumptive Test:  instant results - detection of human semen - field or lab use - min 10 
tests per pack 

31 Bluestar Tablets (8 applications): compact, lightweight, multi-use - pack weight 40 grams. 

32 Sterile Water: Approx 5ml – per vials (900 vials required) 

33 Swab:Stick.Single Head 
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33.01 
Sterile Swab With Transport Tube: DNA Forensic Grade - protective tube - clearly printed with lot 
number and expiry date. 

33.02 Mini Pointed Sterile Swab With Transport Tube: DNA Forensic Grade - protective Tube. 

33.03 Disposable Swab Drying Rack: disposable -  prevents cross-contamination - up to 12 swabs. 

34 
Fingerstick Lancets: Approx 21 gauge - fixed depth - sterile lancets - quick, simple to use and safe - 
Forensic DNA Grade 

35 Fingerprint Kt – brushes 

35.01 
Zephyr Fingerprint Brush With Transport Tube: non shedding - washable - quality made - with 
transport tube. 

35.02 
Marabou Feather Brush: DNA Forensic Grade option - delicate - no damaging of the print after 
recoverage. 

35.03 Magnetic Brush: Spring loaded - Easy to load and clean - Saves powder stocks - Robust and strong. 

36 Fingerprint Kt - powders & ink 

36.01 
Magnetic Fingerprint Powder - Black: approx 30g/1oz -  Sensitive on light surfaces - Easy to use - High 
sensitivity level. 

36.02 
Magnetic Fingerprint Powder - Silver: approx 30g/1oz -  Sensitive on dark & light surfaces - Performs 
well on paper, wood and rougher surfaces - Easy to use - High sensitivity level. 

36.03 
Fluorescent Magnetic Fingerprint Powder - Yellow: approx 30g/1oz - Effective on multi coloured 
surfaces - Fluoresces with forensic light source - Allows user to layer - Easy to use - High sensitivity 
level. 

36.04 
Fluorescent Magnetic Fingerprint Powder - Red: approx 30g/1oz - Excellent results on multi coloured 
surfaces - Fluoresces with forensic light source - Allows user to layer -  High sensitivity level. 

36.05 
Fluorescent Magnetic Fingerprint Powder - Green: approx 30g/1oz - Excellent results on multi coloured 
surfaces - Fluoresces with forensic light source - Allows user to layer - Easy to use - High sensitivity 
level. 

36.06 
Fingerprint Powder - Black: approx 30g/1oz - Effective results for volume crime - Optional additives for 
climate control - Workhorse for crime scene development -  High sensitivity level. 

36.07 
Fingerprint Powder - Aluminium: approx 30g/1oz - Great on non-porous surfaces - Yields great results 
on a wide variety of difficult surfaces -  High sensitivity level. 

36.08 Fingerprint Powder - Black: approx 100g/3,5oz - Suitable for general use -  High sensitivity level. 

36.09 
Wet Powder - White: approx 250ml - excellent friction ridge detail results - indefinite shelf life  - 
applies easily with a washable brush -  High sensitivity level. 

36.10 
Wet Powder - Black: approx 250ml - excellent friction ridge detail results - indefinite shelf life - applies 
easily with a washable brush -  High sensitivity level. 

36.11 
Powder Suspension - Yellow: approx 250ml - Used across wide range of surfaces - Used pouring, 
dipping or spraying - Easy & quick to use -  High sensitivity level. 

36.12 
Powder Suspension - Black: approx 250ml - Used across wide range of surfaces - Used pouring, dipping 
or spraying - Easy & quick to use -  High sensitivity level. 

36.13 
Fluorescent Fingerprint Powder - Red: approx 30g/1oz - Excellent results on multi coloured surfaces - 
Fluoresces with UV 365nm - Allows user to layer -  High sensitivity level. 

36.14 
Fluorescent Fingerprint Powder - Orange: approx 30g/1oz - Excellent results on multi coloured surfaces 
- Fluoresces with UV 365nm - Allows user to layer -  High sensitivity level. 

36.15 
Fluorescent Fingerprint Powder - Yellow: approx 30g/1oz - Excellent results on multi coloured surfaces 
- Fluoresces with UV 365nm - Allows user to layer -  High sensitivity level. 

36.16 
Fluorescent Fingerprint Powder - Green: approx 30g/1oz - Excellent results on multi coloured surfaces - 
Fluoresces with UV 365nm - Allows user to layer -  High sensitivity level. 

36.17 Fingerprint Preparation Towelettes: Easy to use - Hermetically sealed. 

36.18 Ink Pad - Medium Round: approx 50mm - Circular 50mm diameter - Stain free - Easy to use. 

36.19 Ink Pad - Rectangular: approx 65mm x 155mm -  Wipe clean pad - Black ink. 

37 Fingerprint Kt - lifters & treatments 

37.01 Lifter With Scale - White: approx 5x6cm - Incorporates photo scale - Easy peel system - pack of 25 
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sheets. 

37.02 
Lifter With Scale - Black: approx 5x6cm - Incorporates photo scale - Easy peel system - pack of 25 
sheets. 

37.03 
Lifter With Scale - Clear: approx 5x6cm - Incorporates photo scale - Easy peel system - pack of 25 
sheets. 

37.04 
Lifter With Scale - White: approx 10x11,5cm - Incorporates photo scale - Easy peel system - pack of 25 
sheets. 

37.05 
Lifter With Scale - Black: approx 10x11,5cm - Incorporates photo scale - Easy peel system - pack of 25 
sheets. 

37.06 
Lifter With Scale - Clear: approx 10x11,5cm - Incorporates photo scale - Easy peel system - pack of 25 
sheets. 

37.07 
Gel Lifter - White: approx 13 cm x 18 cm - Used on most surfaces - Versatile on application - Quality 
lifting device - pack of 10 sheets. 

37.08 
Gel Lifter - Black: approx 13 cm x 18 cm  - Used on most surfaces - Versatile on application - Quality 
lifting device - pack of 10 sheets. 

37.09 
Gel Lifter - Clear: approx 13 cm x 18 cm  - Used on most surfaces - Versatile on application - Quality 
lifting device - pack of 10 sheets. 

37.10 
Gel Lifter - White: approx 18x36cm  - Used on most surfaces - Versatile on application - Quality lifting 
device - pack of 2 sheets. 

37.11 
Gel Lifter - Black: approx 18x36cm  - Used on most surfaces - Versatile on application - Quality lifting 
device - pack of 2 sheets. 

37.12 
Gel Lifter - Clear: approx 18x36cm  - Used on most surfaces - Versatile on application - Quality lifting 
device - pack of 2 sheets. 

37.13 
Fingerprint Lift Tape: 50mm - Available in 25mm & 50mm - Easy tear for ease of use - High quality low 
tack adhesive. 

37.14 
Iodine Fuming Kit: no interference with subsequent application - comes with carrying case and whole 
kit. 

37.15 DFO Spray: approx 250ml spray bottle - Ready to use - Excellent results on multi coloured backgrounds. 

38 Quick Cast Kit: Ready and Easy-to-use Pouch - Small water pack enclosed. 

39 
Mikrosil Casting Paste Kit: Black -  excellent rendering of small details and high contrast - good 
releasing ability for cast and short setting time - Easy-to-use. 

40 
Foam Impression Kits: Comes in a cardboard container suitable for storage and protect the impression 
-  blue in color - size approx 14" x 6" x 2 1/4". 

41 
Adjustable Casting Frame:  Used to contain casting material - adaptable for footwear or tire 
impressions - unique overlap clips allow approx eight inches or more of expansion - Each frame 
includes two "U" shaped bars. 

42 
Precast Spray: For preparation of casting in soil or sand - Stabilizer - Quick-drying - Decreases the 
chance of detail damage due to the weight of the casting material. 

43 Handle Held Sweeper: Best used before taking fibre tapings - Cleanable. 

44 Lifter Pad: Approx 100mm x 150mm - Ideal for fibre collection - pack of 5 sheets 

45 Body Sheet Black: Approx 3.3m x 2m - Individually wrapped. 

46 Fingerprint Kt – Cadaver 

46.01 
Cadaver Fingerprint Kit: Contains at least Mask, Gloves, Bio Bags, Record Cards, Ink strip foils, finger 
roller/ straightener, wipes. 

46.02 Finger Straighteners: Containing a set of small, medium and large chrome plated straighteners. 

47 Body_Bag_Set 

47.01 Child Body Bag: Approx 28” x 48" - PEVA LDPE - Low density polyethylene. 

47.02 
Adult Body Bag: Extra Heavy Duty -  Flame retardant PU coated nylon/polyester - size approx 1000mm 
(39") wide x 2420mm (95") long. 

48 Forensic bags 

48.01 Tamper Breathable Evidence Bag - S: Allows damp or wet evidence to dry without degradation - 
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Breathable reverse - Secures evidence with same functionality - Sealable Strip - Easy & quick - Save 
time at scene - Customized Chain of Custody form. 

48.02 
Tamper Breathable Evidence Bag - M: Allows damp or wet evidence to dry without degradation - 
Breathable reverse - Secures evidence with same functionality - Sealable Strip - Easy & quick - Save 
time at scene - Customized Chain of Custody form. 

48.03 
Tamper Breathable Evidence Bag - L: Allows damp or wet evidence to dry without degradation - 
Breathable reverse - Secures evidence with same functionality - Sealable Strip - Easy & quick - Save 
time at scene - Customized Chain of Custody form. 

48.04 
Sealable Paper Sacks - S: With Windom - Sealable Strip - Easy & quick - Save time at scene - Customized 
Chain of Custody form. 

48.05 
Sealable Paper Sacks - M: With Windom - Sealable Strip - Easy & quick - Save time at scene - 
Customized Chain of Custody form. 

48.06 
Sealable Paper Sacks - L: With Windom - Sealable Strip - Easy & quick - Save time at scene - Customized 
Chain of Custody form. 

48.07 
Sealable Paper Sacks - XL: With Windom - Sealable Strip - Easy & quick - Save time at scene - 
Customized Chain of Custody form. 

48.08 
Tamper Evidence Bag - S: Unique lick line - Void/STOP on seal -  Unique Sequential numbering & 
barcode - Sealable Strip - Easy & quick - Save time at scene - Robust - Customized Chain of Custody 
form. 

48.09 
Tamper Evidence Bag - M: Unique lick line - Void/STOP on seal -  Unique Sequential numbering & 
barcode - Sealable Strip - Easy & quick - Save time at scene - Robust - Customized Chain of Custody 
form. 

48.10 
Tamper Evidence Bag - L: Unique lick line - Void/STOP on seal -  Unique Sequential numbering & 
barcode - Sealable Strip - Easy & quick - Save time at scene - Robust - Customized Chain of Custody 
form. 

48.11 
Tamper Evidence Bag - XL: Unique lick line - Void/STOP on seal -  Unique Sequential numbering & 
barcode - Sealable Strip - Easy & quick - Save time at scene - Robust - Customized Chain of Custody 
form. 

48.12 
Tamper Evidence Bag - XXL: Unique lick line - Void/STOP on seal -  Unique Sequential numbering & 
barcode - Sealable Strip - Easy & quick - Save time at scene - Robust - Customized Chain of Custody 
form. 

49 Forensic boxes 

49.01 
Mobile Phone Evidence Box: With Window for visual examination - Customized Chain of Custody form 
- Complete storage for mobile phones - approx 180mm x 110mm x 65mm - Insert for securing device. 

49.02 
Hand Gun / Knife Evidence Box: With Window for visual examination - Customized Chain of Custody 
form -  Grid of push-out holes for securing - Robust & Strong - Insert for securing item. 

49.03 
Number Plate Box: With Customized Chain of Custody form - Storages two plates - Size approx 53 cm L 
x 16 cm D x 12ncm H. 

49.04 
Rifle Evidence Box: With Window for visual examination - Customized Chain of Custody form - Grid of 
push-out holes for securing - Robust & Strong - Insert for securing item. 

50 Hand Preservation Kit: Breathable Tyvek material - Drawstring for securing to wrist - by pair. 

51 Tube 

51.01 
Telescopic Weapon Tube With End Caps - S: Usable for non-sharps and sharps - Telescopic to adjust to 
fit. 

51.02 
Telescopic Weapon Tube With End Caps - M: Usable for non-sharps and sharps - Telescopic to adjust to 
fit. 

51.03 
Telescopic Weapon Tube With End Caps - L: Usable for non-sharps and sharps - Telescopic to adjust to 
fit. 

51.04 
Telescopic Weapon Tube With End Caps - XL: Usable for non-sharps and sharps - Telescopic to adjust 
to fit. 

52 Forensic boxes 

52.01 Cardboard Box - S: approx 100x100x100mm - suitable for storage, packaging and transportation - 
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single or double wall rigid corrugate board with a kraft paper finish. 

52.02 
Cardboard Box - M: approx 200x200x200mm - suitable for storage, packaging and transportation - 
single or double wall rigid corrugate board with a kraft paper finish - Used with heavier items and 
tough shipping conditions. 

52.03 
Cardboard Box - XL: approx 430mm x 310mm x 50mm - suitable for storage, packaging and 
transportation - single or double wall rigid corrugate board with a kraft paper finish - For metal 
evidence or sharp evidence. 

52.04 
Rectangular Clear Plastic Box - S: Made of clear plastic for visibility - Strong, durable & robust - Tight 
push fit lid. 

53 Vial:Specimen 

53.01 Screw Lid Glass Jar: approx 125ml - Screw cap - Glass - unlabelled. 

53.02 Screw Lid Glass Jar: approx 30ml - Screw cap - Glass - unlabelled. 

54 Double Mattress Cover Bag XXXL: 

55 
Sterile Eppendorf Tubes: Individually Sealed - Prevents contamination and protects samples from 
being crushed. 

56 Fibre Collection Sterile Paper: Forensic DNA Grade - contaminant free. 

57 Kraft Paper Roll: Approx 750mm x 220m  - Made from thick (min 70gsm) paper. 

58 
Security Unique Numbered Seal Nylon Material: Approx 200mm - unique numbered seal - nylon 
material. 

59 Cable Ties: Black - approx 580mm x 12.7mm - reduces the risk of cross contamination of gunshot. 

60 
Exhibit Labels Continuity Tags: Capture full evidential information -  Standard tie on but also available 
as adhesive - customized option. 

61 
Exhibit Labels Continuity Stickers: Approx 4" x 5 3/4" - printed black ink on matte white stock - 
customized option. 

62 
Customized Evidence Sealing Tape: Approx 1 1/2" wide, 0.001" thick, on a 3" core - backed with 50 lb. 
stock Kraft liner - customized option. 

63 Fingerprints Do Not Touch Labels: Customized option. 

64 
Tamper Evidence Seals: Approx 70 mm x 30 mm - Tamper Evident Closure - Perforation & unique 
numbering every 150mm -  “OPENED” message - customized option. 

65 
DNA Caution Labels: Printed in fluorescent green and black on self-adhesive stock - easily visible 14 
day lead time - customized option. 

66 Forensic Bags 

66.01 Anti-Static Bags: approx 200mmx5m - made from specially manufactured polyethylene film. 

66.02 
Nylon Bags - M: approx 250mm x 450mm - eliminates the potential for cross-contamination - Long 
term storage -  Made using Rilsan 11. 

66.03 
Nylon Bags - L: approx 300mm x 600mm - eliminates the potential for cross-contamination - Long term 
storage -  Made using Rilsan 11. 

66.04 Faraday Bags - M: blocks cellphone signal. 

67 Disposable Sterile Plastic Tweezers-Forceps: Sterile - individually wrapped. 

68 Disposable Sterile Plastic Pipettes: Sterile - individually wrapped 

69 Disposable Sterile Plastic Scalpels N°11: Sterile - individually wrappe - pack of 10 scalpels 

70 Disposable Sterile Plastic Scissors: Sterile - individually wrapped 

71 
Safety Knife: Usable for general packaging and multi-layer paper or polythene bags, as well as for 
ropes and netting. 

72 Steel Shaft Claw Hammer 

73 Professional Combination Pliers 200mm 

74 Professional Long Nose Pliers 200mm 

75 
Window Crime Scene Black-out: Quick, easy, cheap - statically charged - stick to glass and windows - 
never leaves any marks 

76 Hacksaw with blade (150mm) 

77 Scissors 
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78 Polythene Bucket With Handle approx 9L 

79 Folding Table  

80 Screwdriver Set: Magnetic tip - softgrip handles - supplied in plastic carry case. 

81 
Digital Pocket Scales 0.1g - 500g - readability: 0.1g/0.01oz/0.1dwt/1.5gn - accuracy: ±0.1g - optimum 
temperature range: 10-30 - display : LCD 5 1/2 digits - power requirements: 2 CR2032/2pcs 3V AAA 
batter - platform material stainless steel. 

82 Dustpan Set: Supplied in a polybag to keep clean. 

83 Sharps Box: Approx 2,5L - used for the safe storage - with cover. 

84 
Clinical Waste Container: Approx 9L - with strong self- sealing adhesive lid to prevent leakage - with 
integral carrying handle. 

85 Centrefeed Roll. White 

86 
Biohazard Bags: Dissolvable bags - solve the problem of cross contamination - approx 18 x 28 x 38 
inch. 

87 
Hand-Held Magnifier: Approx 75mm - 3,5x - lightweight - inexpensive - durable - fit comfortably in the 
hand. 

88 Dental Mirror - Metal - 90 degrees fixed angle. 

89 
Folding Steel Shovel: Carbon steel - tubular steel handle - powder coated to prevent corrosion - handle 
tightened by integral collet. 

90 Rake: Flat Teeth - around 16 teeth. 

91 
Sieve Set: Three different sizes - from approx 12" to 5" - high stainless steel - three interchangeable 
screens. 

92 
Pistol Grip Tape Dispenser: L (50-75mm) - extremely sharp - comfortable - Equipped to cleanly cut 
filament and cloth tapes. 

93 Reinforced Clear Packing Tape 50mm 

94 Multi-Toolbox Storage Combinaison Wheeled Suitcase 

95 Utility boxes: 

95.01 
Heavy Duty Croc Box Attached Lid Plastic Storage Boxes: Approx 25L - Material polypropylene, approx 
int. dim. 321mm x 244mm x 295mm, approx weight 2.5kg. 

95.02 
Heavy Duty Croc Box Attached Lid Plastic Storage Boxes: Approx 54L - Material polypropylene, approx 
int. dim. 508mm x 335mm x 285mm, approx weight 3.2kg. 

95.03 
Heavy Duty Croc Box Attached Lid Plastic Storage Boxes: Approx 80L - Material polypropylene, approx 
int. dim. 597mm x 374mm x 330mm, approx weight 4.2kg. 

96 
Electric Cooler With Car Charger: Min cools to 18ºC below ambient (outside) temperature & warms up 
to 65ºC - Capacity min 28lt - Battery cut out to protect car battery. 

97 HDL4 High Level Disinfectant Wipes: DNA DENATURE 

98 
CHEMGENE HLD4L Disinfectant Spray: DNA DENATURE - approx 750ml - safe, simple and secure - 
more efficient removal of surface contaminants. 

99 
Crime Scene Cleaning & Decontaminating: DNA DENATURE - BULK (5L) - contains no bleach or harmful 
ingredients - safe on most surfaces including fabric & carpet - 24 hour residual effect. 

100 Desiccant Packets: Complies with FDA guidelines. 

101 First Aid Kit - 10pp 

102 Training equipment 

102.01 
BlueStar Forensic Training Tablets: Version intended for training - no DNA analysis involved - 24 
applications per pack - react the same way as the BlueStar 

102.02 BlueStar Training DVD: 45min video training on how to use Bluestar® forensic on a crime scene 

102.03 
Simulated Blood: Bottle of 5L minimum - mimic the color and consistency of real human blood - safe - 
non-biological - non-toxic and non-irritating 

102.04 Training scenesuits - L: Low cost training scene suits - coverall - Tyvek type 

102.05 Training scenesuits - M: Low cost training scene suits - coverall - Tyvek type 

102.06 Training scenesuits - XL: Low cost training scene suits - coverall - Tyvek type 

102.07 Body simulation: Fake body - mannequin type - articulated - for crime scene simulation - washable 
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102.08 Body parts simulation: Ear - for crime scene simulation - washable 

102.09 Body parts simulation: Finger - for crime scene simulation - washable 

102.1 Knife replica: Realist and accurate replica - cleanable 

102.11 
Pistol replica: Realist and accurate replica - 9 mm pistol (e.g. replica of S&W or Beretta) - magazine clip 
can be removed - working slide action - cleanable - non-firing 

102.12 
Rifle replica: Realist and accurate replica - AK47 type - Features removable magazine - Non-fireable 
Replica - Cocking mechanism and working trigger - cleanable 

102.13 Bullets and casing replica: Realist and accurate replica - inert - 9 mm - cleanable - pack of 10 

102.14 Ammunition replica: Realist and accurate replica - inert - 9 mm - cleanable - pack of 12 

102.15 
Bullets and casing replica: Realist and accurate replica - inert - AK47 type corresponding to the caliber 
of the rifle replica (#101.14) - cleanable - pack of 10 

102.16 
Ammunition replica: Realist and accurate replica - inert - AK47 type corresponding to the caliber of the 
rifle replica (#101.14) - cleanable - pack of 12 
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Annex 2 
 

FORM FOR SUBMITTING SUPPLIER’S  QUOTATION10 
(This Form must be submitted only using the Supplier’s Official Letterhead/Stationery11) 

 

 

We, the undersigned, hereby accept in full the UNDP General Terms and Conditions, and 
hereby offer to supply the items listed below in conformity with the specification and 
requirements of UNDP as per RFQ Reference No. _______: 
 
TABLE 1 :  Offer to Supply Goods Compliant with Technical Specifications and Requirements  
 

# Description 
Quantity 

(Total/sub) 

Latest 
Delivery 

Date 

Unit 
Price 

Total 
Price 
/Item 

1 
Tack matt: adhesive matt panel - high tack debris collection - 
minimise cross contamination - easy to use and clean - for both 
scene and lab - approx 30 sheets per pad, UOM per pad 

20       

2 
Compass: calibrated to 64' and 360° - robust casing - oil damped 
fully floating 45 mm dial. 

5       

3 Measure:Tape,Metric Total: 15       

3.01 
Measure tape 30m: speed rewind tape 30m/100' - metric 
marking - geared for fast rewinding - with a claw end fitting. 

5       

3.02 
Measure tape 100m: fibreglass tape with easy grip handle and 
enclosed frame to protect tape line - sturdy plastic rewind 
handle. 

5       

3.03 
Road Measurer: high density polypropylene measuring wheel - 
foldable - measuring up to 99999.9m - not more than 2.5 Kg - 
robust storage/carrying bag - stand and brake. 

5       

4 

Anemometer - Temperature: digital - lightweight and pocket size 
- Wind speed units: km/h m/s knots mph fps - backlight - stainless 
steel back  - replaceable battery - long lasting battery - accuracy 
according to Swiss standards  - balanced instant windspeed - 
Measuring range of sensor: -40°C to 80°C (-40°F to 176°F). 

5       

5 Marker:Forensic Exhibit Total: 550       

5.01 
Marking Chalk: reflective White - thick - no permanent traces - 
creates highly reflective marks - sold per pack of 3 chalks 

20       

5.02 Pencil: soft China pencil 240       

5.03 Permanent Markers - Fine – Black 160       

5.04 Permanent Markers - Thick – Black 130       

6 Writer Clip Board: Basic model - plastic support 5       

7 

Crime Scene Template: rigid plastic, with scale and usual crime 
scene drawing patterns cutouts -  8 ½" by 11" - includes furniture 
and plumbing cutouts in two convenient scales - scale rulers 
included. 

5       

8 Custom Barrier Tapes (75mm x 250m long): yellow with black 70       

                                                           
10 This serves as a guide to the Supplier in preparing the quotation and price schedule.  
11 Official Letterhead/Stationery must indicate contact details – addresses, email, phone and fax numbers – for 

verification purposes  
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writing in Arabic (crime scene - restricted access) 

9 Traffic Cone With Reflective Sleeve 20       

10 Tent:Forensics Total: 26       

10.01 
Evidence Preservation Cover: customized text printed on them - 
easy to use - quick to erect - light weight, portable and robust - 
easy to sterilize. 

25       

10.02 

PVC Tent: Rapid erect - robust, thick, stable, portable, lightweight 
and strong - and easy to use - made from quality PVC or nylon 
material - carrying case - approx. 3mx3mx2m - cleanable - 
water/shower proof - no see through - flame retardant - easily 
repaired 

1       

11 Hairnet Total: 1200       

11.01 Disposable Beard Cover 600       

11.02 Disposable Hair Net 600       

12 Cover:Shoe Total: 1200       

12.01 Disposable Over Boots - M: durable material - Tyvek 600       

12.02 Disposable Over Boots - L: durable material - Tyvek 600       

13 Coveralls:Disp Total: 300       

13.01 
Tyvek Coverall - M: Type 5/6 coverall with hood, knit cuffs & 
elasticated wrists. 

150       

13.02 
Tyvek Coverall - L: Type 5/6 coverall with hood, knit cuffs & 
elasticated wrists. 

150       

14 Cotton Gloves: lightweight - knit wrist - pair 30       

15 Gloves:Dspbl (Box) Total: 480       

15.01 
Nitrile Powder Free Gloves: M - high performance protection - 
durable and strong - sensitive and comfortable - box of 100 min. 

240       

15.02 
Nitrile Powder Free Gloves: L - high performance protection - 
durable and strong - sensitive and comfortable - box of 100 min. 

240       

16 
Kevlar Grip Gloves - L: Seamless 100% Kevlar knitted liner with 
latex coating on palm and fingers - pair. 

30       

17 
Heavy Duty Knee Pads: Superior padding with soft lining - velcro 
fastening - ribbed kneeling surface - pair. 

30       

18 Safety Spectacles: Scratch resistant polycarbonate lens. 50       

19 Mask:Dust Total: 850       

19.01 
Disposable Masks (FFP1): suitable for non-toxic dusts, fumes and 
water based mists - filter at least 80% of airbourne particles - 
with European Standard - breathing resistance. 

550       

19.02 
Disposable Masks With Filtration System (FFP2 or FFP3): suitable 
at the minimum for toxic dusts, water based mists and fumes - 
with European Standard - ventex valve. 

300       

20 Magnetic Letters 23mm Black on White 30       

21 Scale:Forensic Total: 530       

21.01 
Right Angled Scale (ABFO) Photomacrographic Scale: approx 15 x 
15cm - calibrated - durable - 1mm thick approx. 

40       

21.02 
L Shaped Reversible Scale: 15cm x 30 cm and a straight 15cm - 
one side black on white and the other, white on black - reversible 
- calibrated - durable - 1mm thick approx. 

40       

21.03 

Folding Metric Reference Scale: three parts of approx 30cm - 
large numbers - bright colors - black prints on yellow - calibrated - 
durable - 1mm thick approx. - millimeter markings accurate to 0.1 
mm or better. 

30       
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21.04 

Adhesive Right Angled Scale (ABFO) Photomacrographic Scale: 
approx 15 x 15cm - easy peel adhesive label - low tack - calibrated 
- durable - 1mm thick approx. - millimeter markings accurate to 
0.1 mm or better. Packs of 8 scales. 

340       

21.05 
Fluorescent Right Angled Scale (ABFO) Photomacrographic Scale: 
approx 15 x 15cm - calibrated - durable - 1mm thick approx. - 
millimeter markings accurate to 0.1 mm or better. 

40       

21.06 
Magnetic scales 15cm: calibrated - durable - 1mm thick approx. - 
millimeter markings accurate to 0.1 mm or better 

40       

22 
Photographic Adhesive Red Arrows 25mm: self adhesive - non-
permanent backing - easy peel adhesive label.  
(1 800 adhesive arrows required) 

1 800       

23 
Viewing Filter Plate. Orange: For eye protection - for seeing 
latent prints or evidence fluorescing - 8" x 8". 

2       

24 Light:Work Portable.Recharge Elect Total: 7       

24.01 

Forensic Light Kit: minimum of 4 modes of light output red, 
green, blue, UV and whiteBlue - robust & strong - min. 440 
lumens - approx. 190m beam distance - min. battery life 400 hrs - 
composed at the minimum of 1x torch, 1x red googgles, 1x 
orange googgles, 1x charger, 1x vehicle charger adapter - carrying 
protective case 

2       

24.02 

Floodlight system: Head: approx. 11600 lumens - high and low 
power options - robust and impact resistant - cool running and 
glare free operation - wide angle; tripod: robust - adjustable - 
extendable approx. from 1m to 4m - powerpack: battery level 
indicator - robust - silent / no noise pollution; suupplied with 
lamp, powerpask, tripod and chargers elements (mains & vehicle 
- recharges) - fully and easely transportable and mounted - 
carrying case - water proof - stable - quickly set-up – 
weatherproof 

3       

24.03 

Powerfull portable light: Latest LED technology - at least 8 hours 
continuous power - up to 1500 lumens - at least 2 light modes: 
high and low, battery level indicator - rechargeable battery / 
charger elements (mains & vehicle - recharges) - robust and 
impact resistant, portable, weatherproof - carrying case - spare 
bulbs 

2       

25 Marker:Forensic Exhibit Total: 30       

25.01 Photo Direction Indicators: Up. Down. Right/Left. North Arrows 5       

25.02 
Yellow ID Tents. 1 to 20. Standard: with scale - three 3" × 3" 
surfaces on each tent - elevated field use possible - durable 
plastic - easy storage - flat surface. 

5       

25.03 
Yellow ID Tents. 21 to 40. Standard: with scale - three 3" × 3" 
surfaces on each tent - elevated field use possible - durable 
plastic - easy storage - flat surface. 

5       

25.04 
Yellow ID Tents. 41 to 60. Standard: with scale - three 3" × 3" 
surfaces on each tent - elevated field use possible - durable 
plastic - easy storage - flat surface. 

5       

25.05 
Yellow ID Tents. 61 to 80. Standard: with scale - three 3" × 3" 
surfaces on each tent - elevated field use possible - durable 
plastic - easy storage - flat surface. 

5       

25.06 
Yellow ID Tents. 81 to 100. Standard: with scale - three 3" × 3" 
surfaces on each tent - elevated field use possible - durable 

5       
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plastic - easy storage - flat surface. 

26 Coloured Evidence Marking Flags 1 200       

27 
CSI Gunshot Residue Kit (GSR): Presumptive "binary" test to be 
used at the scene (respecting the norm ISO17025). 

16       

28 

Laser Trajectory Kit: Laser trajectory kit with co-aligned 
penetration rods and laser - pointer - high power laser - four 
large diameter connecting rods - suitable for use on holes down 
to 0.32 caliber - tripod - four sets of spacer cones and O-rings - 
tripod mount - angle measurer - batteries - easy to photograph 

1       

29 Collection Kt:Evidence Total: 446       

29.01 
Hair Collection Module: Module/kit for 1 time use, sterile   - 
including at least a fine tooth comb, scissors, forceps and drapes - 
with forensic evidence packaging as part of the module. 

80       

29.02 
Contact DNA Recovery Kit: including at least a fine tooth comb, 
scissors, forceps and drapes. 

120       

29.03 

Fingernails Collection Kit: Forensic DNA Grade - to collect and 
store samples from the fingernails - contains nail clippers, approx 
3" fine tip swabs with individual tube, ampoule of sterile water 
and evidence packaging, DNA free paper envelopes - Suitable for 
trace DNA recovery. 

100       

29.04 

Sterile Mini-lifting Tapes For Trace DNA: EtO sterilised - Suitable 
for trace DNA recovery -  for collecting trace DNA from large 
surface areas, both absorbent and non-absorbent - box of 100 
DNA-free lifting tape. 

6       

29.05 

Hand Swab Kit: Forensic DNA Grade - To collect and store body 
fluid or contact trace evidence from the skin - contains swabs 
with individual tube, ampoule of sterile water and evidence 
packaging - Suitable for trace DNA recovery. 

100       

29.06 

Forensic Medical Examination / Sexual Offence Kit: Drug-free - 
Alcohol-free - DNA-free - Contains at least the following kits: 
alcohol/drug blood kit (including material for collecting and 
storing blood sample), alcohol/drug urine kit (including Forensic 
DNA Grade material for collecting and storing urine sample), 
mouth collection kit (including Forensic DNA Grade material for 
collecting and storing  individually tubed swabs samples and 
container), standard swab kit (including Forensic DNA Grade 
material for collecting and storing individually tubed swabs 
samples and ampoule of sterile water), hair collection kit 
(including Forensic DNA Grade material for collecting and storing 
samples and a fine tooth comb, scissors, forceps and drapes), nail 
collection kit (including Forensic DNA Grade material for 
collecting and storing samples and nail clippers, approx 3" fine tip 
swabs with individual tube, ampoule of sterile water and 
evidence packaging, DNA free paper envelopes), hand swab kit 
(including Forensic DNA Grade material for collecting and storing 
body fluid or contact trace evidence from the skin - contains 
swabs with individual tube, ampoule of sterile water and 
evidence packaging), Fibre Collection kit (including Forensic DNA 
Grade Sterile standing sheet and packing supplies to collect trace 
evidence), Disposable Clothing kits (single packed gown), Doctors 
clothing kit (disposable), cover sheet kit (including Forensic DNA 
Grade material for collecting and storing samples falling during 

40       
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examination) 

30 Rapid Test Kt Total: 140       

30.01 
Saliva Presumptive Test: instant results - amylase test type - field 
or lab use - min 5 test per pack 

40       

30.02 
Blood Presumptive Test: instant results - dip stick test - field or 
lab use - min 10 tests per pack 

60       

30.03 
Human Blood Presumptive Test: instant results - OBTI type test - 
detection of human hemoglobine - field or lab use - min 24 tests 
per pack 

12       

30.04 
Seminal Fluid Presumptive Test:  instant results - detection of 
human semen - field or lab use - min 10 tests per pack 

28       

31 
Bluestar Tablets (8 applications): compact, lightweight, multi-use 
- pack weight 40 grams. 

6       

32 Sterile Water: Approx 5ml – per vials (900 vials required) 900       

33 Swab:Stick.Single Head Total: 1442       

33.01 
Sterile Swab With Transport Tube: DNA Forensic Grade - 
protective tube - clearly printed with lot number and expiry date. 

1 050       

33.02 
Mini Pointed Sterile Swab With Transport Tube: DNA Forensic 
Grade - protective Tube. 

300       

33.03 
Disposable Swab Drying Rack: disposable -  prevents cross-
contamination - up to 12 swabs. 

92       

34 
Fingerstick Lancets: Approx 21 gauge - fixed depth - sterile 
lancets - quick, simple to use and safe - Forensic DNA Grade 

150       

35 Fingerprint Kt – brushes Total: 40       

35.01 
Zephyr Fingerprint Brush With Transport Tube: non shedding - 
washable - quality made - with transport tube. 

20       

35.02 
Marabou Feather Brush: DNA Forensic Grade option - delicate - 
no damaging of the print after recoverage. 

10       

35.03 
Magnetic Brush: Spring loaded - Easy to load and clean - Saves 
powder stocks - Robust and strong. 

10       

36 Fingerprint Kt - powders & ink Total: 1180       

36.01 
Magnetic Fingerprint Powder - Black: approx 30g/1oz -  Sensitive 
on light surfaces - Easy to use - High sensitivity level. 

50       

36.02 
Magnetic Fingerprint Powder - Silver: approx 30g/1oz -  Sensitive 
on dark & light surfaces - Performs well on paper, wood and 
rougher surfaces - Easy to use - High sensitivity level. 

50       

36.03 

Fluorescent Magnetic Fingerprint Powder - Yellow: approx 
30g/1oz - Effective on multi coloured surfaces - Fluoresces with 
forensic light source - Allows user to layer - Easy to use - High 
sensitivity level. 

50       

36.04 
Fluorescent Magnetic Fingerprint Powder - Red: approx 30g/1oz - 
Excellent results on multi coloured surfaces - Fluoresces with 
forensic light source - Allows user to layer -  High sensitivity level. 

50       

36.05 

Fluorescent Magnetic Fingerprint Powder - Green: approx 
30g/1oz - Excellent results on multi coloured surfaces - Fluoresces 
with forensic light source - Allows user to layer - Easy to use - 
High sensitivity level. 

50       

36.06 
Fingerprint Powder - Black: approx 30g/1oz - Effective results for 
volume crime - Optional additives for climate control - 
Workhorse for crime scene development -  High sensitivity level. 

50       

36.07 
Fingerprint Powder - Aluminium: approx 30g/1oz - Great on non-
porous surfaces - Yields great results on a wide variety of difficult 

50       
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surfaces -  High sensitivity level. 

36.08 
Fingerprint Powder - Black: approx 100g/3,5oz - Suitable for 
general use -  High sensitivity level. 

50       

36.09 
Wet Powder - White: approx 250ml - excellent friction ridge 
detail results - indefinite shelf life  - applies easily with a washable 
brush -  High sensitivity level. 

40       

36.10 
Wet Powder - Black: approx 250ml - excellent friction ridge detail 
results - indefinite shelf life - applies easily with a washable brush 
-  High sensitivity level. 

40       

36.11 
Powder Suspension - Yellow: approx 250ml - Used across wide 
range of surfaces - Used pouring, dipping or spraying - Easy & 
quick to use -  High sensitivity level. 

40       

36.12 
Powder Suspension - Black: approx 250ml - Used across wide 
range of surfaces - Used pouring, dipping or spraying - Easy & 
quick to use -  High sensitivity level. 

40       

36.13 
Fluorescent Fingerprint Powder - Red: approx 30g/1oz - Excellent 
results on multi coloured surfaces - Fluoresces with UV 365nm - 
Allows user to layer -  High sensitivity level. 

50       

36.14 
Fluorescent Fingerprint Powder - Orange: approx 30g/1oz - 
Excellent results on multi coloured surfaces - Fluoresces with UV 
365nm - Allows user to layer -  High sensitivity level. 

50       

36.15 
Fluorescent Fingerprint Powder - Yellow: approx 30g/1oz - 
Excellent results on multi coloured surfaces - Fluoresces with UV 
365nm - Allows user to layer -  High sensitivity level. 

50       

36.16 
Fluorescent Fingerprint Powder - Green: approx 30g/1oz - 
Excellent results on multi coloured surfaces - Fluoresces with UV 
365nm - Allows user to layer -  High sensitivity level. 

50       

36.17 
Fingerprint Preparation Towelettes: Easy to use - Hermetically 
sealed. 

360       

36.18 
Ink Pad - Medium Round: approx 50mm - Circular 50mm 
diameter - Stain free - Easy to use. 

30       

36.19 
Ink Pad - Rectangular: approx 65mm x 155mm -  Wipe clean pad - 
Black ink. 

30       

37 Fingerprint Kt - lifters & treatments Total: 366       

37.01 
Lifter With Scale - White: approx 5x6cm - Incorporates photo 
scale - Easy peel system - pack of 25 sheets. 

8       

37.02 
Lifter With Scale - Black: approx 5x6cm - Incorporates photo scale 
- Easy peel system - pack of 25 sheets. 

8       

37.03 
Lifter With Scale - Clear: approx 5x6cm - Incorporates photo scale 
- Easy peel system - pack of 25 sheets. 

8       

37.04 
Lifter With Scale - White: approx 10x11,5cm - Incorporates photo 
scale - Easy peel system - pack of 25 sheets. 

8       

37.05 
Lifter With Scale - Black: approx 10x11,5cm - Incorporates photo 
scale - Easy peel system - pack of 25 sheets. 

8       

37.06 
Lifter With Scale - Clear: approx 10x11,5cm - Incorporates photo 
scale - Easy peel system - pack of 25 sheets. 

8       

37.07 
Gel Lifter - White: approx 13 cm x 18 cm - Used on most surfaces 
- Versatile on application - Quality lifting device - pack of 10 
sheets. 

40       

37.08 
Gel Lifter - Black: approx 13 cm x 18 cm  - Used on most surfaces - 
Versatile on application - Quality lifting device - pack of 10 sheets. 

40       

37.09 Gel Lifter - Clear: approx 13 cm x 18 cm  - Used on most surfaces - 40       
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Versatile on application - Quality lifting device - pack of 10 sheets. 

37.10 
Gel Lifter - White: approx 18x36cm  - Used on most surfaces - 
Versatile on application - Quality lifting device - pack of 2 sheets. 

40       

37.11 
Gel Lifter - Black: approx 18x36cm  - Used on most surfaces - 
Versatile on application - Quality lifting device - pack of 2 sheets. 

40       

37.12 
Gel Lifter - Clear: approx 18x36cm  - Used on most surfaces - 
Versatile on application - Quality lifting device - pack of 2 sheets. 

40       

37.13 
Fingerprint Lift Tape: 50mm - Available in 25mm & 50mm - Easy 
tear for ease of use - High quality low tack adhesive. 

50       

37.14 
Iodine Fuming Kit: no interference with subsequent application - 
comes with carrying case and whole kit. 

14       

37.15 
DFO Spray: approx 250ml spray bottle - Ready to use - Excellent 
results on multi coloured backgrounds. 

14       

38 
Quick Cast Kit: Ready and Easy-to-use Pouch - Small water pack 
enclosed. 

120       

39 
Mikrosil Casting Paste Kit: Black -  excellent rendering of small 
details and high contrast - good releasing ability for cast and 
short setting time - Easy-to-use. 

30       

40 
Foam Impression Kits: Comes in a cardboard container suitable 
for storage and protect the impression -  blue in color - size 
approx 14" x 6" x 2 1/4". 

100       

41 

Adjustable Casting Frame:  Used to contain casting material - 
adaptable for footwear or tire impressions - unique overlap clips 
allow approx eight inches or more of expansion - Each frame 
includes two "U" shaped bars. 

5       

42 
Precast Spray: For preparation of casting in soil or sand - 
Stabilizer - Quick-drying - Decreases the chance of detail damage 
due to the weight of the casting material. 

40       

43 
Handle Held Sweeper: Best used before taking fibre tapings - 
Cleanable. 

5       

44 
Lifter Pad: Approx 100mm x 150mm - Ideal for fibre collection - 
pack of 5 sheets 

120       

45 Body Sheet Black: Approx 3.3m x 2m - Individually wrapped. 5       

46 Fingerprint Kt – Cadaver Total: 33       

46.01 
Cadaver Fingerprint Kit: Contains at least Mask, Gloves, Bio Bags, 
Record Cards, Ink strip foils, finger roller/ straightener, wipes. 

30       

46.02 
Finger Straighteners: Containing a set of small, medium and large 
chrome plated straighteners. 

3       

47 Body_Bag_Set Total: 10       

47.01 
Child Body Bag: Approx 28” x 48" - PEVA LDPE - Low density 
polyethylene. 

5       

47.02 
Adult Body Bag: Extra Heavy Duty -  Flame retardant PU coated 
nylon/polyester - size approx 1000mm (39") wide x 2420mm 
(95") long. 

5       

48 Forensic bags Total: 3500       

48.01 

Tamper Breathable Evidence Bag - S: Allows damp or wet 
evidence to dry without degradation - Breathable reverse - 
Secures evidence with same functionality - Sealable Strip - Easy & 
quick - Save time at scene - Customized Chain of Custody form. 

600       

48.02 
Tamper Breathable Evidence Bag - M: Allows damp or wet 
evidence to dry without degradation - Breathable reverse - 
Secures evidence with same functionality - Sealable Strip - Easy & 

280       
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quick - Save time at scene - Customized Chain of Custody form. 

48.03 

Tamper Breathable Evidence Bag - L: Allows damp or wet 
evidence to dry without degradation - Breathable reverse - 
Secures evidence with same functionality - Sealable Strip - Easy & 
quick - Save time at scene - Customized Chain of Custody form. 

200       

48.04 
Sealable Paper Sacks - S: With Windom - Sealable Strip - Easy & 
quick - Save time at scene - Customized Chain of Custody form. 

600       

48.05 
Sealable Paper Sacks - M: With Windom - Sealable Strip - Easy & 
quick - Save time at scene - Customized Chain of Custody form. 

280       

48.06 
Sealable Paper Sacks - L: With Windom - Sealable Strip - Easy & 
quick - Save time at scene - Customized Chain of Custody form. 

200       

48.07 
Sealable Paper Sacks - XL: With Windom - Sealable Strip - Easy & 
quick - Save time at scene - Customized Chain of Custody form. 

100       

48.08 

Tamper Evidence Bag - S: Unique lick line - Void/STOP on seal -  
Unique Sequential numbering & barcode - Sealable Strip - Easy & 
quick - Save time at scene - Robust - Customized Chain of Custody 
form. 

600       

48.09 

Tamper Evidence Bag - M: Unique lick line - Void/STOP on seal -  
Unique Sequential numbering & barcode - Sealable Strip - Easy & 
quick - Save time at scene - Robust - Customized Chain of Custody 
form. 

280       

48.10 

Tamper Evidence Bag - L: Unique lick line - Void/STOP on seal -  
Unique Sequential numbering & barcode - Sealable Strip - Easy & 
quick - Save time at scene - Robust - Customized Chain of Custody 
form. 

200       

48.11 

Tamper Evidence Bag - XL: Unique lick line - Void/STOP on seal -  
Unique Sequential numbering & barcode - Sealable Strip - Easy & 
quick - Save time at scene - Robust - Customized Chain of Custody 
form. 

100       

48.12 

Tamper Evidence Bag - XXL: Unique lick line - Void/STOP on seal -  
Unique Sequential numbering & barcode - Sealable Strip - Easy & 
quick - Save time at scene - Robust - Customized Chain of Custody 
form. 

60       

49 Forensic boxes Total: 240       

49.01 

Mobile Phone Evidence Box: With Window for visual examination 
- Customized Chain of Custody form - Complete storage for 
mobile phones - approx 180mm x 110mm x 65mm - Insert for 
securing device. 

60       

49.02 
Hand Gun / Knife Evidence Box: With Window for visual 
examination - Customized Chain of Custody form -  Grid of push-
out holes for securing - Robust & Strong - Insert for securing item. 

60       

49.03 
Number Plate Box: With Customized Chain of Custody form - 
Storages two plates - Size approx 53 cm L x 16 cm D x 12ncm H. 

60       

49.04 
Rifle Evidence Box: With Window for visual examination - 
Customized Chain of Custody form - Grid of push-out holes for 
securing - Robust & Strong - Insert for securing item. 

60       

50 
Hand Preservation Kit: Breathable Tyvek material - Drawstring 
for securing to wrist - by pair. 

100       

51 Tube Total: 280       

51.01 
Telescopic Weapon Tube With End Caps - S: Usable for non-
sharps and sharps - Telescopic to adjust to fit. 

90       

51.02 Telescopic Weapon Tube With End Caps - M: Usable for non- 90       
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sharps and sharps - Telescopic to adjust to fit. 

51.03 
Telescopic Weapon Tube With End Caps - L: Usable for non-
sharps and sharps - Telescopic to adjust to fit. 

50       

51.04 
Telescopic Weapon Tube With End Caps - XL: Usable for non-
sharps and sharps - Telescopic to adjust to fit. 

50       

52 Forensic boxes Total: 550       

52.01 
Cardboard Box - S: approx 100x100x100mm - suitable for storage, 
packaging and transportation - single or double wall rigid 
corrugate board with a kraft paper finish. 

170       

52.02 

Cardboard Box - M: approx 200x200x200mm - suitable for 
storage, packaging and transportation - single or double wall rigid 
corrugate board with a kraft paper finish - Used with heavier 
items and tough shipping conditions. 

130       

52.03 

Cardboard Box - XL: approx 430mm x 310mm x 50mm - suitable 
for storage, packaging and transportation - single or double wall 
rigid corrugate board with a kraft paper finish - For metal 
evidence or sharp evidence. 

70       

52.04 
Rectangular Clear Plastic Box - S: Made of clear plastic for 
visibility - Strong, durable & robust - Tight push fit lid. 

180       

53 Vial:Specimen Total: 320       

53.01 Screw Lid Glass Jar: approx 125ml - Screw cap - Glass - unlabelled. 100       

53.02 Screw Lid Glass Jar: approx 30ml - Screw cap - Glass - unlabelled. 220       

54 Double Mattress Cover Bag XXXL: 40       

55 
Sterile Eppendorf Tubes: Individually Sealed - Prevents 
contamination and protects samples from being crushed. 

250       

56 
Fibre Collection Sterile Paper: Forensic DNA Grade - contaminant 
free. 

80       

57 
Kraft Paper Roll: Approx 750mm x 220m  - Made from thick (min 
70gsm) paper. 

40       

58 
Security Unique Numbered Seal Nylon Material: Approx 200mm 
- unique numbered seal - nylon material. 

480       

59 
Cable Ties: Black - approx 580mm x 12.7mm - reduces the risk of 
cross contamination of gunshot. 

240       

60 
Exhibit Labels Continuity Tags: Capture full evidential 
information -  Standard tie on but also available as adhesive - 
customized option. 

248       

61 
Exhibit Labels Continuity Stickers: Approx 4" x 5 3/4" - printed 
black ink on matte white stock - customized option. 

495       

62 
Customized Evidence Sealing Tape: Approx 1 1/2" wide, 0.001" 
thick, on a 3" core - backed with 50 lb. stock Kraft liner - 
customized option. 

50       

63 Fingerprints Do Not Touch Labels: Customized option. 620       

64 
Tamper Evidence Seals: Approx 70 mm x 30 mm - Tamper 
Evident Closure - Perforation & unique numbering every 150mm -  
“OPENED” message - customized option. 

495       

65 
DNA Caution Labels: Printed in fluorescent green and black on 
self-adhesive stock - easily visible 14 day lead time - customized 
option. 

620       

66 Forensic Bags Total: 480       

66.01 
Anti-Static Bags: approx 200mmx5m - made from specially 
manufactured polyethylene film. 

150       
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66.02 
Nylon Bags - M: approx 250mm x 450mm - eliminates the 
potential for cross-contamination - Long term storage -  Made 
using Rilsan 11. 

150       

66.03 
Nylon Bags - L: approx 300mm x 600mm - eliminates the 
potential for cross-contamination - Long term storage -  Made 
using Rilsan 11. 

100       

66.04 Faraday Bags - M: blocks cellphone signal. 80       

67 
Disposable Sterile Plastic Tweezers-Forceps: Sterile - individually 
wrapped. 

1 500       

68 Disposable Sterile Plastic Pipettes: Sterile - individually wrapped 600       

69 
Disposable Sterile Plastic Scalpels N°11: Sterile - individually 
wrappe - pack of 10 scalpels 

490       

70 Disposable Sterile Plastic Scissors: Sterile - individually wrapped 1 300       

71 
Safety Knife: Usable for general packaging and multi-layer paper 
or polythene bags, as well as for ropes and netting. 

5       

72 Steel Shaft Claw Hammer 5       

73 Professional Combination Pliers 200mm 5       

74 Professional Long Nose Pliers 200mm 5       

75 
Window Crime Scene Black-out: Quick, easy, cheap - statically 
charged - stick to glass and windows - never leaves any marks 

20       

76 Hacksaw with blade (150mm) 5       

77 Scissors 5       

78 Polythene Bucket With Handle approx 9L 5       

79 Folding Table  5       

80 
Screwdriver Set: Magnetic tip - softgrip handles - supplied in 
plastic carry case. 

5       

81 

Digital Pocket Scales 0.1g - 500g - readability: 
0.1g/0.01oz/0.1dwt/1.5gn - accuracy: ±0.1g - optimum 
temperature range: 10-30 - display : LCD 5 1/2 digits - power 
requirements: 2 CR2032/2pcs 3V AAA batter - platform material 
stainless steel. 

5       

82 Dustpan Set: Supplied in a polybag to keep clean. 5       

83 Sharps Box: Approx 2,5L - used for the safe storage - with cover. 50       

84 
Clinical Waste Container: Approx 9L - with strong self- sealing 
adhesive lid to prevent leakage - with integral carrying handle. 

5       

85 Centrefeed Roll. White 90       

86 
Biohazard Bags: Dissolvable bags - solve the problem of cross 
contamination - approx 18 x 28 x 38 inch. 

320       

87 
Hand-Held Magnifier: Approx 75mm - 3,5x - lightweight - 
inexpensive - durable - fit comfortably in the hand. 

5       

88 Dental Mirror - Metal - 90 degrees fixed angle. 5       

89 
Folding Steel Shovel: Carbon steel - tubular steel handle - 
powder coated to prevent corrosion - handle tightened by 
integral collet. 

5       

90 Rake: Flat Teeth - around 16 teeth. 5       

91 
Sieve Set: Three different sizes - from approx 12" to 5" - high 
stainless steel - three interchangeable screens. 

5       

92 
Pistol Grip Tape Dispenser: L (50-75mm) - extremely sharp - 
comfortable - Equipped to cleanly cut filament and cloth tapes. 

5       

93 Reinforced Clear Packing Tape 50mm 60       

94 Multi-Toolbox Storage Combinaison Wheeled Suitcase 5       
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95 Utility boxes: Total: 30       

95.01 
Heavy Duty Croc Box Attached Lid Plastic Storage Boxes: Approx 
25L - Material polypropylene, approx int. dim. 321mm x 244mm x 
295mm, approx weight 2.5kg. 

15       

95.02 
Heavy Duty Croc Box Attached Lid Plastic Storage Boxes: Approx 
54L - Material polypropylene, approx int. dim. 508mm x 335mm x 
285mm, approx weight 3.2kg. 

10       

95.03 
Heavy Duty Croc Box Attached Lid Plastic Storage Boxes: Approx 
80L - Material polypropylene, approx int. dim. 597mm x 374mm x 
330mm, approx weight 4.2kg. 

5       

96 
Electric Cooler With Car Charger: Min cools to 18ºC below 
ambient (outside) temperature & warms up to 65ºC - Capacity 
min 28lt - Battery cut out to protect car battery. 

3       

97 HDL4 High Level Disinfectant Wipes: DNA DENATURE 3 000       

98 
CHEMGENE HLD4L Disinfectant Spray: DNA DENATURE - approx 
750ml - safe, simple and secure - more efficient removal of 
surface contaminants. 

110       

99 
Crime Scene Cleaning & Decontaminating: DNA DENATURE - 
BULK (5L) - contains no bleach or harmful ingredients - safe on 
most surfaces including fabric & carpet - 24 hour residual effect. 

8       

100 Desiccant Packets: Complies with FDA guidelines. 496       

101 First Aid Kit - 10pp 18       

102 Training equipment Total: 931       

102.01 
BlueStar Forensic Training Tablets: Version intended for training - 
no DNA analysis involved - 24 applications per pack - react the 
same way as the BlueStar 

6       

102.02 
BlueStar Training DVD: 45min video training on how to use 
Bluestar® forensic on a crime scene 

1       

102.03 
Simulated Blood: Bottle of 5L minimum - mimic the color and 
consistency of real human blood - safe - non-biological - non-toxic 
and non-irritating 

6       

102.04 
Training scenesuits - L: Low cost training scene suits - coverall - 
Tyvek type 

300       

102.05 
Training scenesuits - M: Low cost training scene suits - coverall - 
Tyvek type 

300       

102.06 
Training scenesuits - XL: Low cost training scene suits - coverall - 
Tyvek type 

300       

102.07 
Body simulation: Fake body - mannequin type - articulated - for 
crime scene simulation – washable 

1       

102.08 
Body parts simulation: Ear - for crime scene simulation – 
washable 

2       

102.09 
Body parts simulation: Finger - for crime scene simulation – 
washable 

5       

102.1 Knife replica: Realist and accurate replica - cleanable 2       

102.11 
Pistol replica: Realist and accurate replica - 9 mm pistol (e.g. 
replica of S&W or Beretta) - magazine clip can be removed - 
working slide action - cleanable - non-firing 

2       

102.12 
Rifle replica: Realist and accurate replica - AK47 type - Features 
removable magazine - Non-fireable Replica - Cocking mechanism 
and working trigger – cleanable 

2       

102.13 
Bullets and casing replica: Realist and accurate replica - inert - 9 
mm - cleanable - pack of 10 

1       
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102.14 
Ammunition replica: Realist and accurate replica - inert - 9 mm - 
cleanable - pack of 12 

1       

102.15 
Bullets and casing replica: Realist and accurate replica - inert - 
AK47 type corresponding to the caliber of the rifle replica 
(#101.14) - cleanable - pack of 10 

1       

102.16 
Ammunition replica: Realist and accurate replica - inert - AK47 
type corresponding to the caliber of the rifle replica (#101.14) - 
cleanable - pack of 12 

1       

   Add : Cost of Transportation  

   Add : Cost of Insurance  

 Total (USD/TND)  

 
TABLE 3 : Offer to Comply with Other Conditions and Related Requirements  

 

 
Other Information pertaining to our 
Quotation are as follows : 

 
Your Responses 

Yes. we will 
comply 

No. we cannot 
comply 

If you cannot comply. 
pls. indicate counter 

proposal 

Delivery Lead Time    

Country/ies Of Origin12:     

Warranty and After-Sales Requirements    

a) Minimum one (1) year warranty on 
both parts and labor 

   

Validity of Quotation    

All Provisions of the UNDP General Terms 
and Conditions 

   

Other requirements [pls. specify]    

 
 

All other information that we have not provided automatically implies our full compliance with 
the requirements. terms and conditions of the RFQ. 
 

[Name and Signature of the Supplier’s Authorized Person] 
[Designation] 
[Date] 

 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
12 If the country of origin requires Export License for the goods being procured, or other relevant documents that the 

country of destination may require, the supplier must submit them to UNDP if awarded the PO/contract. 
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Annex 3 

General Terms and Conditions 
 

1. ACCEPTANCE OF THE PURCHASE ORDER 

 

 This Purchase Order may only be accepted by the Supplier's signing and returning an acknowledgement copy of 

it or by timely delivery of the goods in accordance with the terms of this Purchase Order. as herein specified.  

Acceptance of this Purchase Order shall effect a contract between the Parties under which the rights and 

obligations of the Parties shall be governed solely by the terms and conditions of this Purchase Order. including 

these General Conditions.  No additional or inconsistent provisions proposed by the Supplier shall bind UNDP 

unless agreed to in writing by a duly authorized official of UNDP. 

 

2. PAYMENT 

 

2.1 UNDP shall. on fulfillment of the Delivery Terms. unless otherwise provided in this Purchase Order. 

make payment within 30 days of receipt of the Supplier's invoice for the goods and copies of the 

shipping documents specified in this Purchase Order. 

2.2  Payment against the invoice referred to above will reflect any discount shown under the payment terms 

of this Purchase Order. provided payment is made within the period required by such payment terms. 

2.3 Unless authorized by UNDP. the Supplier shall submit one invoice in respect of this Purchase Order. 

and such invoice must indicate the Purchase Order's identification number. 

2.4 The prices shown in this Purchase Order may not be increased except by express written agreement of 

UNDP. 

 

3.            TAX EXEMPTION 

 

3.1   Section 7 of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations provides. inter 

alia. that the  United Nations. including its subsidiary organs. is exempt from all direct taxes. except 

charges for utilities services. and is exempt from customs duties and charges of a similar nature in 

respect of articles imported or exported for its official use.  In the event any governmental authority 

refuses to recognize UNDP's exemption from such taxes. duties or charges. the Supplier shall 

immediately consult with UNDP to determine a mutually acceptable procedure.  

 

   3.2   Accordingly. the Supplier authorizes UNDP to deduct from the Supplier's invoice any amount 

representing such taxes. duties or charges. unless the Supplier has consulted with UNDP before the 

payment thereof and UNDP has. in each instance. specifically authorized the Supplier to pay such 

taxes. duties or charges under protest.  In that event. the Supplier shall provide UNDP with written 

evidence that payment of such taxes. duties or charges has been made and appropriately authorized. 

 

4. RISK OF LOSS  

 

 Risk of loss. damage to or destruction of the goods shall be governed in accordance with Incoterms 2010. unless 

otherwise agreed upon by the Parties on the front side of this Purchase Order. 

 

5. EXPORT LICENCES 

 

 Notwithstanding any INCOTERM 2010 used in this Purchase Order. the Supplier shall obtain any export 

licences required for the goods. 

 

6. FITNESS OF GOODS/PACKAGING 

 

 The Supplier warrants that the goods. including packaging. conform to the specifications for the goods ordered 

under this Purchase Order and are fit for the purposes for which such goods are ordinarily used and for purposes 
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expressly made known to the Supplier by UNDP. and are free from defects in workmanship and materials.  The 

Supplier also warrants that the goods are contained or packaged adequately to protect the goods. 

 

7. INSPECTION 

 

7.1 UNDP shall have a reasonable time after delivery of the goods to inspect them and to reject and refuse 

acceptance of goods not conforming to this Purchase Order; payment for goods pursuant to this 

Purchase Order shall not be deemed an acceptance of the goods. 

 

7.2 Inspection prior to shipment does not relieve the Supplier from any of its contractual obligations. 

 

8. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INFRINGEMENT 

 

 The Supplier warrants that the use or supply by UNDP of the goods sold under this Purchase Order does not 

infringe any patent. design. trade-name or trade-mark.  In addition. the Supplier shall. pursuant to this warranty. 

indemnify. defend and hold UNDP and the United Nations harmless from any actions or claims brought against 

UNDP or the United Nations pertaining to the alleged infringement of a patent. design. trade-name or trade-mark 

arising in connection with the goods sold under this Purchase Order. 

 

9. RIGHTS OF UNDP 

 

 In case of failure by the Supplier to fulfil its obligations under the terms and conditions of this Purchase Order. 

including but not limited to failure to obtain necessary export licences. or to make delivery of all or part of the 

goods by the agreed delivery date or dates. UNDP may. after giving the Supplier reasonable notice to perform 

and without prejudice to any other rights or remedies. exercise one or more of the following rights: 

 

9.1 Procure all or part of the goods from other sources. in which event UNDP may hold the Supplier 

responsible for any excess cost occasioned thereby. 

9.2 Refuse to accept delivery of all or part of the goods. 

9.3 Cancel this Purchase Order without any liability for termination charges or any other liability of any 

kind of UNDP. 

 

10. LATE DELIVERY 

 

 Without limiting any other rights or obligations of the parties hereunder. if the Supplier will be unable to deliver 

the goods by the delivery date(s) stipulated in this Purchase Order. the Supplier shall (i) immediately consult with 

UNDP to determine the most expeditious means for delivering the goods and (ii) use an expedited means of 

delivery. at the Supplier's cost (unless the delay is due to Force Majeure). if reasonably so requested by UNDP. 

 

11. ASSIGNMENT AND INSOLVENCY 

 

11.1. The Supplier shall not. except after obtaining the written consent of UNDP. assign. transfer. pledge or 

make other disposition of this Purchase Order. or any part thereof. or any of the Supplier's rights or 

obligations under this Purchase Order. 

11.2.  Should the Supplier become insolvent or should control of the Supplier change by virtue of 

insolvency. UNDP may. without prejudice to any other rights or remedies. immediately terminate this 

Purchase Order by giving the Supplier written notice of termination. 

 

12. USE OF UNDP OR UNITED NATIONS NAME OR EMBLEM 

 

 The Supplier shall not use the name. emblem or official seal of UNDP or the United Nations for any purpose. 

 

13. PROHIBITION ON ADVERTISING 

 

 The Supplier shall not advertise or otherwise make public that it is furnishing goods or services to UNDP without 

specific permission of UNDP in each instance. 
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14. CHILD LABOUR 

 

 The Supplier represents and warrants that neither it nor any of its affiliates is engaged in any practice inconsistent 

with the rights set forth in the Convention on the Rights of the Child. including Article 32 thereof. which. inter 

alia. requires that a child shall be protected from performing any work that is likely to be hazardous or to 

interfere with the child's education. or to be harmful to the child's health or physical. mental. spiritual. moral or 

social development. 

 

 Any breach of this representation and warranty shall entitle UNDP to terminate this Purchase Order immediately 

upon notice to the Supplier. without any liability for termination charges or any other liability of any kind of 

UNDP. 

 

15. MINES 

 

 The Supplier represents and warrants that neither it nor any of its affiliates is actively and directly engaged in 

patent activities. development. assembly. production. trade or manufacture of mines or in such activities in 

respect of components primarily utilized in the manufacture of Mines.  The term "Mines" means those devices 

defined in Article 2. Paragraphs 1. 4 and 5 of Protocol II annexed to the Convention on Prohibitions and 

Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which May Be Deemed to Be Excessively Injurious 

or to Have Indiscriminate Effects of 1980. 

 

 Any breach of this representation and warranty shall entitle UNDP to terminate this Purchase Order immediately 

upon notice to the Supplier. without any liability for termination charges or any other liability of any kind of 

UNDP. 

 

16. SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES 

 

16.1 Amicable Settlement.  The Parties shall use their best efforts to settle amicably any dispute. 

controversy or claim arising out of. or relating to this Purchase Order or the breach. termination or 

invalidity thereof.  Where the Parties wish to seek such an amicable settlement through conciliation. the 

conciliation shall take place in accordance with the UNCITRAL Conciliation Rules then obtaining. or 

according to such other procedure as may be agreed between the Parties. 

 

16.2 Arbitration.   Unless. any such dispute. controversy or claim between the Parties arising out of or 

relating to this Purchase Order or the breach. termination or invalidity thereof is settled amicably under 

the preceding paragraph of this Section within sixty (60) days after receipt by one Party of the other 

Party's request for such amicable settlement. such dispute. controversy or claim shall be referred by 

either Party to arbitration in accordance with the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules then obtaining. 

including its provisions on applicable law.  The arbitral tribunal shall have no authority to award 

punitive damages.  The Parties shall be bound by any arbitration award rendered as a result of such 

arbitration as the final adjudication of any such controversy. claim or dispute. 

 

17. PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES 

 

 Nothing in or related to these General Terms and Conditions or this Purchase Order shall be deemed a waiver of 

any of the privileges and immunities of the United Nations. including its subsidiary organs. 

 

18. SEXUAL EXPLOITATION: 

 

18.1 The Contractor shall take all appropriate measures to prevent sexual exploitation or abuse of anyone 

by it or by any of its employees or any other persons who may be engaged by the Contractor to 

perform any services under the Contract.  For these purposes. sexual activity with any person less than 

eighteen years of age. regardless of any laws relating to consent. shall constitute the sexual 

exploitation and abuse of such person.  In addition. the Contractor shall refrain from. and shall take all 

appropriate measures to prohibit its employees or other persons engaged by it from. exchanging any 
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money. goods. services. offers of employment or other things of value. for sexual favors or activities. 

or from engaging in any sexual activities that are exploitive or degrading to any person.  The 

Contractor acknowledges and agrees that the provisions hereof constitute an essential term of the 

Contract and that any breach of this representation and warranty shall entitle UNDP to terminate the 

Contract immediately upon notice to the Contractor. without any liability for termination charges or 

any other liability of any kind. 

 

18.2 UNDP shall not apply the foregoing standard relating to age in any case in which the Contractor’s 

personnel or any other person who may be engaged by the Contractor to perform any services under 

the Contract is married to the person less than the age of eighteen years with whom sexual activity has 

occurred and in which such marriage is recognized as valid under the laws of the country of 

citizenship of such Contractor’s personnel or such other person who may be engaged by the 

Contractor to perform any services under the Contract. 

 

19.0 OFFICIALS NOT TO BENEFIT:  

 

The Contractor warrants that no official of UNDP or the United Nations has received or will be offered by 

the Contractor any direct or indirect benefit arising from this Contract or the award thereof.  The Contractor 

agrees that breach of this provision is a breach of an essential term of this Contract.  

 

20.       AUTHORITY TO MODIFY: 

 

Pursuant to the Financial Regulations and Rules of UNDP. only the UNDP Authorized Official possess the 

authority to agree on behalf of UNDP to any modification of or change in this Agreement. to a waiver of any 

of its provisions or to any additional contractual relationship of any kind with the Contractor. Accordingly. 

no modification or change in this Contract shall be valid and enforceable against UNDP unless provided by 

an amendment to this Agreement signed by the Contractor and jointly by the UNDP Authorized Official. 

 

 

 


